trees of green,
and red roses - too,
I see them bloom
for one and you
and I dance in my self
What a fine divided world
in that
What a fine divided world
in that
What a fine divided world
in that
I think of the skies of blue
Of the white clouds above me
I think of the bright, open world
and I think of my self

What a world so full of wonder

I think of the skies of blue
Of the white clouds above me
I think of the bright, open world
and I think of my self

What a world so full of wonder
What a Wonderful World... Full Score
What a Wonderful World... Full Score
What a Wonderful World...Full Score

[Music notation with various musical symbols and text representing the song's melody, harmony, and lyrics.]

[Continued from the previous page with additional musical notation and text for the full score.]
What a Wonderful World...Full Score
What a Wonderful World... Full Score
What a Wonderful World

Dee Dee Bridgewater and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra

I see trees of green, red roses too, I see them bloom

for me and you and I think to myself

What a Wonderful World

skies of blue and clouds of white the bright blessed day, the

dark sacred night and I think to myself
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What a Wonderful World...Dee Dee

The colors of the rainbow, so pretty in the sky are also on the faces of people going by. I see friends shakin' hands sayin' "How do you do?"

They're really saying "I love you." I hear babies cry, I watch them grow
They'll learn much more than I'll ever know and I think to myself What a wonderful World... 

The colors of the rainbow, so pretty in the sky are also on the faces of people going by. I see...
friends shakin' hands sayin' "How do you do?"

They're really saying "I love you." I hear

babies cry, I watch them grow

They'll learn much more than I'll ever know and I

think to myself What a wonderful

World Yes I
What a Wonderful World...Dee Dee

think to myself What a wonderful World
What a Wonderful World...WW 1-Flute/Alto

Trumpet Solo

Hard Swing

To Flute

Flute

Relaxed Swing
What a Wonderful World...WW 1-Flute/Alto

Conducted-Woodwinds

Conducted

Voice and Piano Alone

mp
What a Wonderful World

Arrangement ©2014 (Revised 2019) Edward Petersen/Roving Bovine Music/ASCAP
What a Wonderful World...WW 2 Flute/Alto

Trumpet Solo

Hard Swing

Relaxed Swing

To Flute

Flute
With Dee Dee

Conducted

Voice and Piano Alone

Conducted - Woodwinds
What a Wonderful World...WW3 Clarinet/Tenor 1

Trumpet Solo

Hard Swing

To Clarinet

Relaxed Swing

Clarinet
What a Wonderful World... WW3 Clarinet/Tenor 1

With Dee Dee

Conducted

Voice and Piano Alone

Conducted-Woodwinds
What a Wonderful World...WW 4-Tenor 2

Trumpet Solo

Hard Swing

Relaxed Swing
What a Wonderful World...WW 4-Tenor 2

With Dee Dee

Conducted

Voice and Piano Alone

Conducted-Woodwinds
What a Wonderful World

Dee Dee Bridgewater and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra
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What a Wonderful World... WW 5-Bari

36

Trumpet Solo

46

Hard Swing

Relaxed Swing

63
What a Wonderful World...WW 5-Bari

With Dee Dee

Conducted

Voice and Piano Alone
Conducted-Woodwinds
What a Wonderful World... Trumpet 1

Harmon

Trumpet Solo

Hard Swing

Relaxed Swing

With Dee Dee
What a Wonderful World... Trumpet 1

Conducted

Voice and Piano Alone

Conducted-Woodwinds

HARMON

What a Wonderful World...Trumpet 1 3

96

K

Voice and Piano Alone

Conducted-Woodwinds

HARMON
Trumpet 2-Solo

Dee Dee Bridgewater and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra

What a Wonderful World

A tempo

A

A tempo

B

Harmon

C

Open

With Dee Dee

D

Harmon

E

Trumpet Solo
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What a Wonderful World...Trumpet 3

54  G  open

58  Hard Swing

62  Relaxed Swing

70

76  With Dee Dee

84  Conducted

86  Voice and Piano Alone  Conducted-Woodwinds
What a Wonderful World... Trombone 1

62 Relaxed Swing

70 With Dee Dee

74 Conducted

82 Voice and Piano Alone

Conducted-Woodwinds
What a Wonderful World

Dee Dee Bridgewater and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra
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What a Wonderful World...Trombone 2

30  D

34  Trumpet Solo

38  E

46  F

54  G

58  Hard Swing
What a Wonderful World

Dee Dee Bridgewater and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra

Conducted

A Tempo

Open

With Dee Dee
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What a Wonderful World...Trombone 3
Sousaphone

Dee Dee Bridgewater and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra

What a Wonderful World

Conducted

A tempo

A

B

C

With Dee Dee
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What a Wonderful World...Sousaphone

30 D

34

mf

Trumpet Solo

38 E

8

F

46

mp

G

54 mp

58

Hard Swing
What a Wonderful World...Sousaphone

Relaxed Swing

With Dee Dee

Conducted

Voice and Piano Alone

Conducted - Woodwinds
What a Wonderful World

Rhythm

Dee Dee Bridgewater and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra

Conducted

Cymbal Colors

A tempo

\[ \text{V.S.} \]

\[ \text{mf} \]
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What a Wonderful World...Rhythm

26  A-7  Bm7(#5)  Cm7(#5)  F#13(b9)  FΔ13  E-11  F13  Bb13  A7(b9)  D-7  Ab7(#5)  F/G  G7(b9)


30  F#7  FΔ13  E-11  G/A  A7(b9)  AbΔ13  F/G  E/F#  Fm9/6  A-7  Eb13


34  Ab13  G7(sus4)  G7(b9)  Db


Trumpet Solo

38  CΔ7  E7(+9)  FΔ7  Bb13  A7(b9)  AbΔ13  F/G  CΔ7(#5)  Fm9/6  A-7  Eb13


42  Ab13  G7(sus4)  G7(b9)  Bb13(#11)  A7(b9)  D-9  Db7(#9)


46  GbΔ7(#11)  FΔ13  E-11  A11  A7  AbΔ13  F/G  E/F#  Fm9/6  A-7  Eb13
What a Wonderful World...Rhythm

50  Ab\(^{13}\)  G\(^{7}\)(sus4)  G\(^{7}\)(b9)  D\(^{13}\)/C  D\(^{7}\)/C

G

54  F\(^{6}\)/G  F\(^{7}\)/G  F/G  C\(^{13}\)(#5)  F\(^{6}\)/G  F\(^{7}\)/G

57  F/G  C\(^{13}\)(#5)  E\(^{7}\)(+9)  A\(^{-7}\)  Bm\(^{7}\)(#5)  C\(^{13}\)(#5)  F\(^{13}\)(b9)  F\(^{13}\)

Hard Swing

60  E\(^{-11}\)  F\(^{13}\)  B\(^{13}\)  A\(^{7}\)(b9)  D\(^{-7}\)  A\(^{7}\)(#5)  F/G  G\(^{7}\)(b9)

Relaxed Swing

62  G\(^{b7}\)  F\(^{13}\)  E\(^{-11}\)  G/A  A\(^{7}\)(b9)  A\(^{b7}\)(#5)  F/G  E/F\(^{#}\)  Fm\(^{9}\)  A\(^{-7}\)  E\(^{b7}\)

66  Ab\(^{13}\)  G\(^{7}\)(sus4)  G\(^{7}\)(b9)  C\(^{13}\)  F\(^{-7}\)  B\(^{7}\)  C\(^{13}\)